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Abstract Earthquakes that rupture several faults occur frequently within the shallow lithosphere but are
rarely observed for intermediate‐depth events (70–300 km). On 29 November 2007, the Mw7.4 Martinique
earthquake struck the Lesser Antilles Island Arc near the deep end of the Wadati‐Benioff‐Zone. The sparse
regional seismic network of 2007 previously hampered a detailed examination of this unusually complex event.
Here, we combine seismic data from different studies with regional moment tensor inversion results and 3D full‐
waveform modeling. We show that the earthquake is a doublet consisting of dip‐slip and strike‐slip motion
along two oblique structures, both activated under extensional stress along the strike of the slab. Comparison
with tectonic reconstructions suggests that the earthquake ruptured along a re‐activated ridge‐transform segment
of the subducted Proto‐Caribbean spreading ridge. The unprecedented resolution of the source process
highlights the influence of pre‐existing structures on localizing slab deformation also at intermediate‐depth.

Plain Language Summary Some earthquakes in continents and near the ocean floor are known to
break multiple, differently oriented, faults. Such compound earthquakes are rarely observed in subducted plates
in the intermediate‐depth region between 70 and 300 km. Intermediate‐depth earthquake mechanics and stress
state are possibly different from shallower earthquakes, and maybe they hinder complex events. On 29
November 2007, the Mw7.4 Martinique earthquake occurred at a depth of ∼150 km, near the deep end of the
regional seismic zone below the Lesser Antilles Arc. The regional seismic network in 2007 was relatively
sparse; it revealed the earthquake had a complex mechanism but did not previously allow for an in‐depth study.
In this study, we combine different types of data and methods, including full waveform information, based on a
recently derived 3D regional velocity model. Our analyses shows that the Martinique earthquake consisted of at
least two distinct sub‐events on perpendicular faults in the subducted plate—a source doublet. By comparing the
orientations of the doublet faults with plate tectonic reconstructions, we infer that this intermediate‐depth
earthquake broke along a fossil plate‐boundary. This indicates that such structures remain structural weaknesses
even after subduction.

1. Introduction
Seismicity in the intermediate‐depth range (70–300 km, Gutenberg & Richter, 1954) is prevalent in all large
subduction zones (Astiz et al., 1988) and can be associated with intra‐slab deformation of subducted lithosphere
(Wadati, 1928). Yet the underlying physical mechanism is still debated (e.g., Green & Houston, 1995; Hobbs &
Ord, 1988; Kelemen&Hirth, 2007; Kirby et al., 1990). Conventional mechanisms for shallow crustal earthquakes
do not hold for the Wadati‐Benioff seismicity (Green & Houston, 1995). The leading hypothesis is that
intermediate‐depth seismicity is caused/triggered by dehydration of hydrous minerals, leading either to dehy-
dration embrittlement (Kirby et al., 1990), or to run‐away plastic instabilities (Hobbs & Ord, 1988). Either way,
these processes are governed by the breakdown of hydrous minerals in the slab (Green & Houston, 1995) that are
likely more concentrated where fluids percolated into pre‐existing faults created in the oceanic plate before its
subduction (Hacker et al., 2003) or during bending at the trench (Ranero et al., 2005). Hence it has been proposed
that intermediate‐depth events re‐activate such subducted fluid‐rich structures (Garth & Rietbrock, 2014; Green
& Houston, 1995; Warren et al., 2015). The driving force for intermediate‐depth events are stresses due to
gravitational pull, distortions of the slab in response to variations in slab buoyancy, slab unbending and the
increasing resistance to sinking and/or decreasing space with depth (Astiz et al., 1988; Engdahl & Scholz, 1977;
Isacks & Molnar, 1971; Warren et al., 2015).
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Complex deformation may be reflected in earthquake rupture complexity, for example, leading to source dou-
blets, seismic events that display different deformation styles on two temporally and spatially separated fault
planes. Identifying source complexity for intermediate or deep earthquakes from aftershocks is challenging as the
average aftershock‐to‐mainshock moment ratio is significantly lower than for similarly sized shallow events
(Persh & Houston, 2004). Observations of such events are rare and may demand challenging modeling of the
source process. Using back‐projection, Kiser et al. (2011) analyzed 22 globally distributed intermediate‐depth
earthquakes for multiple subevents across several preexisting faults on the slabs. Other doublet observations
of prominent earthquakes within the intermediate‐depth include the 2015 M6.3 Bucaramanga earthquake (Poli
et al., 2016), the 2015 Mw7.5 HinduKush earthquake (e.g., Zhan & Kanamori, 2016) or the even deeper 2018
Mw8.2 and 7.9 Fiji earthquakes (Jia et al., 2020).

Indications of complexity can be found in the moment tensor (MT) solution. A Compensated Linear‐Vector
Dipole (CLVD, Knopoff & Randall, 1970) component to the MT can be understood as an indicator for issues
in the underlying model assumptions. These include issues with the recording system (Lindner et al., 2022),
imprecise source locations (e.g., Vavryčuk & Kühn, 2012), inaccuracies in the velocity model due to complex
geology (e.g., Pham & Tkalcic, 2021) including local anisotropic rock fabrics (Li et al., 2018), seismic noise
(Lindner et al., 2022) or the source model itself as deviations from a single point shear source (Frohlich, 1995).
Using a statistical analysis of historical MT solutions of different catalogs, Rösler et al. (2023) showed that large
non‐double‐couple contributions are more likely to be related to the source itself, especially for large events.

The 2007Mw7.4Martinique earthquake clearly stands out as having one of the most complex source mechanisms,
evidenced by a high CLVD part, two different double‐couple solutions, a high aftershock seismicity rate, and a
twin‐peak back‐projection result (IRIS DMC, 2011a). This makes it an ideal test case for investigating in detail
complex rupture behavior of intermediate depth seismicity. We will interpret our findings in relation to the
tectonic regime and bring the Martinique earthquake into a global context.

2. Global Statistics of High |CLVD| Earthquakes
We evaluate the global occurrence of high |CLVD| earthquakes (since 2000, Mw ≥ 5.2) for events listed in the
USGS database (U.S. Geological Survey, 2022). We separate the database into three depth ranges, shallow
(<70 km, N= 28,376 events), intermediate‐depth (70 − 300 km, N= 3,826 events), and deep (>300 km, N= 914
events), and highlight events exceeding Mw7 and absolute |CLVD| of 40%/80% (Figure 1).

Very high |CLVD| (>80%) contributions are mainly found for smaller events (Mw ≤ 6.5) (Figures 1b, 1e, and 1h).
At depths above 10 km, the majority of these events are of volcanic origin and related to the 2014–2015 activity in
Iceland (Rodríguez‐Cardozo et al., 2021). Other high |CLVD| events at depths <50 km usually occur in regions of
tectonic complexity, for example, mid‐oceanic ridges where high |CLVD| might result from doublets at ridge‐
transform intersections. Higher |CLVD| earthquakes may cluster in certain depth ranges (e.g., around <50 km
and <25 km for shallow Mw ≥ 7.0 events), but difficult to conclusively resolve (Figure S1 in Supporting
Information S1).

At intermediate/deep depths, where overall seismicity rates are lower, high |CLVD| events (>80%) occur, except
for a small accumulation at ∼100 km (f), without notable pattern in both depth ranges. Events with Mw ≥ 7.0
follow the general depth distribution of smaller events and are likely slightly increased below 500 km (Figures 1b
and 1c with Figures 1e–1f, 1h–1i). Two deep large high |CLVD| events (yellow) are related to seismic activity in
the Fiji‐Tonga subduction zone (e.g., Jia et al., 2020).

At all depths, the events in the catalog have Gutenberg‐Richter distributions with a similar slope (∼0.8 for events
with Mw ≥ 5.2). A normal distribution fit to the CLVD component has a similar standard deviation of around 24%
at all depths, and possibly a systematic shift of the mean from slightly negative at shallow depths to slightly
positive at large depths (Figures 1a, 1d, and 1g). Overall, there is little indication from the catalog that
intermediate‐depth and deep earthquakes are less complex than shallow earthquakes.

The 2007 Mw7.4 Martinique earthquake (magenta star) stands out in all three depth ranges as the only strong
magnitude (Mw ≥ 7.0) event with a |CLVD| greater than 80% (Lindner et al., 2019).
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3. The 2007 Mw7.4 Martinique Earthquake
The Martinique earthquake (Figure 2) is the largest instrumentally recorded seismic event in the Lesser Antilles
Arc (LAA, e.g., Laigle et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2017). Its automated IRIS back‐projection solution (IRIS
DMC, 2011a) shows two distinct energy peaks between Dominica and Martinique with a corresponding twin‐
peak source‐time function (STF, Figure 2). Pre‐existing deviatoric teleseismic MT solutions (Table S1 in Sup-
porting Information S1, ev014) of different agencies have a strong CLVD component (>89%). The preferred
USGS1 W‐Phase solution reflects a dip‐slip mechanism as underlying double‐couple component, while the
alternate USGS2 solution indicates a near strike‐slip mechanism and so does the GCMT solution. Laigle
et al. (2013) related the Martinique earthquake to possible heterogeneous slab structure (e.g., fossil fracture zone

Figure 1. Global statistics of high |CLVD| earthquakes since 2000 with Mw ≥ 5.2 in three depth ranges: (a)–(c) shallow (<70 km,N= 28,376), (d)–(f) intermediate‐depth
(70 − 300 km, N = 3,826), and (g)–(i) deep (>300 km, N = 914). The Compensated Linear‐Vector Dipole components are fit with a normal distribution (a,d,g) which
reveals a similar standard deviation σ but a depth‐dependent mean μ. The events are grouped (b, e, h) according to their absolute |CLVD| and magnitude Mw with
5.2 < Mw < 7.0 and |CLVD| > 80% in green, Mw ≥ 7.0 and 40% ≤ |CLVD| > 80% in yellow, Mw ≥ 7.0 and |CLVD| < 40% in red and remaining ones in blue. The
absolute |CLVD| is plotted versus the source depth (c, f, i) to highlight potential depth dependencies.
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(FZ) as previously proposed by Stein et al., 1982), however, did not recognize the ambiguity in the double‐couple
solutions and focused on the dip‐slip mechanism.

The region between Dominica and Martinique exhibits the highest volcanic activity in the last 100k years (Wadge
& Shepherd, 1984) and is thought to accommodate a gap in the slab causing anisotropic mantel flow (Schlaphorst
et al., 2017). Seismicity in 120–180 km depth depicts a 40 km thick Wadati‐Benioff‐Zone (WBZ) and is asso-
ciated with dehydration embrittlement (Bie et al., 2020). High Vp/Vs values are observed above the slab but reach
also into it (Bie et al., 2022), while a seismic attenuation study (Hicks et al., 2023) found here the highest anomaly
but noted the lack of spatial coincidence with the projected FZs north of Dominica. Recent studies concede the
Mercurius FZ with the boundary between the Proto‐Caribbean and Equatorial Atlantic oceanic domain (Braszus
et al., 2021) and indicate the ancient spreading center perpendicular to it toward the south (Chen et al., 2024).
Faulting activity at oceanic spreading centers shows a peculiar pattern of weakening structures that are re‐
activated under the present stress regime (Lindner et al., 2022).

Figure 2. Bathymetric map of the Lesser Antilles subduction zone. Prominent FZs (solid before subduction, dashed projections after subduction) are marked in red on the
Atlantic lithosphere, and magenta for inferred FZs of the Proto‐Caribbean lithosphere. The trench is shown as white line, with plate motion relative to South America
(Bie et al., 2020) along the white arrow. The domain boundary between the Atlantic and Proto‐Caribbean lithosphere coincides with theMercurius fracture zone at depth
(red‐magenta line). Triangles show the locations of the regional seismometer and strong motion network. The black box, embracing Dominica and Martinique, outlines
the target area of this study. The IRIS back‐projection (IRIS DMC, 2011a) results for the 2007 Martinique mainshock using data of the North‐American seismic array
(NA) show two distinct peaks in the source‐time function and on the map (red/blue circle). Well‐located seismic activity during the 2016 to 2017 VoiLA deployment
(Bie et al., 2020) is depicted as stars and the IRIS recognized (IRIS DMC, 2011a) aftershocks are depicted as hexagons, all colored according to source depth. MTs for
events around the 2007Martinique earthquake from different publications (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1) are shown in the lower hemisphere projection and in
a slab perpendicular cross‐section view with ±75 km lateral slab extension (Lindner et al., 2022). The Martinique event is highlighted in the map view with a red circle
around the beachball. The overall inferred extensional stress regime is depicted with the orange double arrow (Lindner et al., 2022).
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3.1. Regional Stress Regime

Imaging of the subducted slab indicates a complex stress regime driven by substantial slab accumulation within
the mantle transition zone and lateral variations in slab pull, which at the southern end of the LAA slab is reduced
by partial detachment along a lateral slab tear below Grenada (Braszus et al., 2021). The slab deformation in
response to the variations in slab pull appears to concentrate close to a segment of the extinct Proto‐Caribbean
ridge subducted below Martinique (Lindner et al., 2022). The overall inferred stress regime (using historical
MTs, Figure 2) is trench‐parallel extensional with (σ1, σ2, σ3) = (54/71, 273/15, 180/11).

3.2. Historical Moment Tensor Solutions

We assembled a MT database of 22 events (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1), concentrated around the
Martinique event (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981; Ekström et al., 2012; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Lindner
et al., 2022; Quinteros et al., 2021; U.S. Geological Survey, 2022) and observe a north‐to‐south change in faulting
mechanisms (Figure 2). The northernmost events are normal events (e.g., ev020) with fault planes approximately
parallel to the inferred trace of the subducted Marathon and Mercurius FZs. To the south, the fault planes of the
normal faults are rotated (e.g., ev006), to near perpendicular to them. And at around 15°N, near the latitude of the
Martinique event (red outline, ev014), the faulting style is predominantly strike‐slip (e.g., ev005), including a dip‐
slip (ev011) and oblique thrust event (ev007). Finally, the southernmost events are again normal faults similar to
those in the northernmost part, that is, with planes parallel to the FZ fabric.

3.3. Aftershocks

One foreshock and 32 aftershocks are associated with the Martinique earthquake, spanning a period of around six
weeks (Table S2, Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). One day prior to the main shock, an Mw3.7 event
occurred ∼15 km away. Then, within 24 hr, 13 events were observed in its vicinity, increasing up to 19 events
during the first week. The aftershock seismicity then faded, with a total number of 24 events accumulating within
a month, of which only two events exceeded a magnitude of Mw5.0. Activity resurged after 37 days, with another
sequence of 8 events (IRIS DMC, 2011a). This is unusual for intermediate‐depth seismic events: about 48% of all
intermediate‐depth earthquakes with Mw > 6.5 have no and 37% only 1 to 5 recorded aftershocks (Astiz
et al., 1988).

We performed a cross‐correlation analysis to group the aftershocks (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1).
Due to sparse regional station coverage in 2007 and limited availability of data in the FDSN service, we are
restricted to the vertical component of station FDF (Table S3 in Supporting Information S1) in the northern part of
Martinique. Grouping is done using P‐ and S‐wave information in a rather narrow bandpass between 1 and 2 Hz to
counter path effects and the effect of differences in magnitude. P and S onsets are picked manually, using 5 s
waveforms for P and 10 s for S. Cross‐correlation coefficient matrices of P and S phases are calculated separately
and rearranged per hand to identify groups that are common in both matrices or significant in only one of them.
We selected several bridging events to join smaller subgroups together and could define two distinct groups.
Group G1, shows large similarities in the P phase, exceeding 0.8, and a common pattern for S, using bridging
events, at 0.65. In contrast, group G2 is more distinct in S and shows nearly no correlation in P.

Using the VoiLA earthquake database (Bie et al., 2020), we update the hypocenter locations for all ISC (IRIS
DMC, 2011a) events including the aftershocks (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). The average source
time update (T0,Bie − T0,ISC) is 1.35 ± 0.75 s and average location shift is [dlat, dlon, ddepth] = [− 0.1125° ± 0.08°,
0.1303°± 0.04°, 23.71 km± 7.7 km]. This allows us to interpret the locations of both groups relative to the much
better located moment tensors and larger geological structures (e.g., FZs).

Group G1 events (Figure 3, red) are focused to the north of 15°N, at an average depth of 145 km, while events of
group G2 (blue) are located south of 15°N and vary in depth. The remaining events (black), which include the
mainshock and the foreshock, occur primarily around 15°N, spatially separating groups G1 and G2. Associated
with group G1 is the largest aftershock ev011 with Mw5.2. Its source mechanism has a similar double‐couple
component as the USGS1 solution of the mainshock and represents the faulting style of all events in its group.
The GCMT double‐couple component, being similar to the historical strike‐slip events south of 15°N, might
reflect the mechanisms of aftershock group G2. This suggests that the double‐couple component of the USGS1
solution and the USGS2/GCMT solutions are close to the underlying mechanisms of the doublet.

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1029/2024GL108922
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4. Source Modeling
To understand the contribution of the two sub‐events (referenced as F1/F2), we perform regional moment tensor
(RMT) modeling for the 2007 Mw7.4 earthquake and compare our results with local strong motion records and
teleseismic data. Considering the limited network coverage at the time of the main event (Figure 2, Table S3 in
Supporting Information S1), we expect discrepancies between the teleseismic solutions and our regional.

4.1. Data Selection

Seismometers on Martinique, MQ‐Network and GEOSCOPE station FDF, are clipped and not useable for full‐
waveform source inversion. Toward the southeast, the HH‐sensor on Barbados also clipped while the strong

Figure 3. Regional 3D full waveform inversion. Displayed are our source models using a single fault (a)–(c) and doublet (d)–(f) assumption. Deviatoric beachballs (red)
represent the weighted summation of the two double‐couple mechanisms F1 (orange) and F2 (green). We performed forward simulations (a, b, d) and inversions (c, e, f)
at fixed hypocenter locations (a)–(e) and in a location grid search (f). Inter‐event‐time dt is given relative to F1 (dip‐slip, orange) and moment dm are fractions of the total
released moment of Mw7.4. Displayed waveform fits are the results of experiment F in respective colors. The map gives an overview of the aftershock locations,
locations of experiment F with uncertainty and the historical moment tensor solutions including the GCMT solution.
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motion HN‐sensor recorded highly complex waveforms that cannot be explained by our velocity model. Strong
motion records on Guadeloupe andMartinique of the RA‐Network would provide additional data but are trimmed
to 80 s and miss the full response information (gain factor). This left us with only one observation point south of
the epicenter, Granada. Coverage in the north is slightly better but concentrates in northwestern direction; only
three stations (Barbuda, Antigua, and Puerto Rico) are selected, to provide reasonable azimuthal coverage while
avoiding over‐representation of data in the north compared to the south. However, we use the strong‐motion and
teleseismic records to validate our solution.

4.2. Full Waveform Modeling

To improve the accuracy of the MTs, which are usually biased due to the inaccuracy of the regional velocity
structure, we use the Spectral Element Method Salvus (Afanasiev et al., 2019) to simulate the Greens' Functions
based on a regional 3D velocity model derived from teleseismic tomography (Braszus et al., 2021). We add the
imaged isotropic VP perturbations to the AK135 background model and assume the same perturbations (in %) to
VS. Surface and Moho topography were retrieved from crust1.0 (Laske et al., 2013). The spectral‐element mesh is
for an up to 3 s dominant period (12 km element size in the crust and 15–20 km in the upper mantle), to guarantee
the accuracy of the numerical simulations. The simulations adopt a Heaviside STF.

4.3. Inversion Strategy

RMT modeling is done using an uniform importance sampling algorithm (AmΦB—uniXtree, Lindner
et al., 2022). We conducted six experiment (Figure 3, Table S4 in Supporting Information S1), for single (a–c) and
doublet fault (d–f) assumption, using forward simulations (a, b, d) to check existing solutions, and inversions (c, e,
f) to get the best solutions with our database. The waveforms are bandpass filtered between 0.04 and 0.07 Hz
(Figures S7–S12 in Supporting Information S1).

4.3.1. Single Fault

We conducted three single‐source experiments: two forward simulations and one inversion. Issues with mis-
matches in timing are handled using a restricted cross‐correlation time‐shift update. We distinguish between
uncertainties in the origin time and station delays by introducing a common 4 s time shift at all stations, and 6 s for
the three‐component waveforms at each station. This generous time update is conditioned by the limitations of the
used P‐wave travel‐time velocity model (Braszus et al., 2021) which does not provide a sufficient resolution
within our depth range and above and neglects the complex structure above the Martinique hypocenter (e.g.,
Hicks et al., 2023; Schlaphorst et al., 2017).

Forward simulations, of the GCMT (Figure 3a) and USGS (Figure 3b) solutions at a fixed hypocenter location,
suggest a rather poor match between observations d and synthetics s, with a small variance reduction

(VR = 1 − NL2 = 1 − ‖d− s‖
‖d‖ ) of 0.21 and 0.23, respectively. A subsequent deviatoric single fault inversion

(Figure 3c) returns a slightly improved VR of 0.31, for a double‐couple mechanism similar to the USGS1 solution.
The inversion is done unbounded, where we allow an uniXtree importance sampling in full 4‐dimensional
parameter space: strike ψ ∈ [0, 2π), dip δ ∈ [0, π

2] in the uniform Tape representation h = arccos(δ) with
h ∈ [0, 1], rake λ ∈ [− π, π) and CLVD ∈ [− 100%, 100%] in the uniform Tape representation γ(v) = 1

3 arcsin(3v)
with v ∈ [− 1

3 ,
1
3], γ ∈ [− π

6 ,
π
6] and CLVD = γ ⋅ 600π (Lindner et al., 2022). The main discrepancy of model C to

model B is the strike direction, which we suggest to be a result of the network arrangement.

4.3.2. Doublet Fault

Doublet modeling follows the same procedure as for single fault cases but includes more parameters. We assume
that the CLVD of a deviatoric singe fault solution can be explained by two appropriately temporally and spatially
separated double‐couple sub‐events: a major and minor couple, each described by a set of strike, dip, and rake
(Frohlich, 1995). The synthetic waveforms of both sub‐events are simulated separately in a forward simulation
and combined in a weighted summation of the time series. Sub‐event succession in time is described by dt ∈ [− 15,
15], of F2 relative to F1. Negative times place F2 before, and positive times after F1. Magnitude differences are
modeled using the moment ratio dm ∈ [0.0, 1.0], relating to the total moment of the two sub‐events. The amplitude
of F2 is defined by dm, while the contribution of F1 is determined by 1 − dm. Including the two hypocenter
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locations, the doublet problem comprises 14 parameters: relative time dt, relative moment dm, two sets of three
hypocenter location parameters and two sets of three fault‐orientation parameters. This introduces large ambi-
guities in the solution if solved in the full parameter space. Therefore, we do a restricted inversion around a
starting solution and/or fixed source locations.

Given that the GCMT/USGS solutions indicate two different mechanisms that agree with nearby historical
mechanisms, we assume them to resemble the actual doublet. Our initial doublet test is composed of a combined
forward simulation, with sampling of dt and dm (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1), using the USGS1
double‐couple as fault mechanism F1D and the GCMT double‐couple as fault mechanism F2D, at the USGS1
hypocenter location. The resulting doublet mechanism (Figure 3d) is strongly influenced by the F1D mechanism,
dm= 0.2, and is followed by around 5.5 s by F2D. However, the waveform fit increased only marginally compared
to the single fault inversion to VR = 0.34. In the next step, we relax the constraints on fault mechanisms. Both
couples are set as starting solutions in the restricted uniXtree‐inversion (Lindner et al., 2022), allowing for a
maximum deviation of d(strike, dip, rake) = (20°, 10°, 25°), together with the previous range for dt and dm.
Resulting doublet (Figure 3e) has a smaller CLVD with VR = 0.47 and dm = 0.34. Offset time is 4.5 s, with F1E

followed by F2E. Finally, we solve for the spatial arrangement of the doublets F1F and F2F in a restricted
uniXtree‐inversion using a grid search. The location grid is constructed around the aftershocks (Figure S13 in
Supporting Information S1) and informed by the re‐located hypocenters (Bie et al., 2020). F1F is searched in the
northern grid and F2F in the southern one. The inversion shows that the mechanisms of F1F and F2F do not change
significantly; the spatial separation increases the waveform fit to VR = 0.54 (Figure 3f).

4.3.3. Validation

We use teleseismic (Figures S14–S16 in Supporting Information S1) and strong motion (Figures S17 and S18 in
Supporting Information S1) recordings to validate our doublet solution. Teleseismic data are bandpass filtered
between 150 and 275 s and compared with the GCMT and our solution. To counter differences in the regional to
the PREM model, we computed the synthetics within the source parameter uncertainty. The overall fit supports
our model whereas differences between both solutions can be explained by the vague information content of the
GCMT‐CLVD which is not fully described by a doublet but may also include higher complexities in the source/
earth model. Strong motion data (0.1–0.175 Hz) depict variations in the strike of F1 and rake in F2 for stations in
the north versus the south. However, these are within the given uncertainty and may reflect the influence of the
local geology (Hicks et al., 2023; Schlaphorst et al., 2017) and/or the extended source. Lastly, we used regional
first motion polarities to compare the inferred pattern to the two doublet solutions. The polarities show a better fit
to a dip‐slip mechanism, supporting the proposed timely succession (Table S5 and Figure S6 in Supporting
Information S1).

5. Discussion
Our detailed MT inversion demonstrates that the Martinique earthquake was most likely a source doublet,
consisting of two sequential sub‐events in time and space: a Mw7.25 ± 0.05 dip‐slip event followed, with a
∼4.5± 3.0 s delay, by a Mw7.15± 0.05 strike‐slip event. Uncertainty in the inter‐event time is possible larger due
to the allowed time shifts. Using a scaling relationship for intra‐slab earthquakes (Blaser et al., 2010), we can
estimate the rupture length of the two sub‐events, yielding ∼55 km each. The temporal/spatial succession is
reversed relative to the SCARDEC‐STF results but aligns well with the IRIS back‐projection (Figure 3). Both
mechanisms are consistent with the faulting pattern in the region and reconcile the discrepancy between the two
published double‐couple solutions. This leaves us with the question of which large(r) structure(s) at depth may
have ruptured during this complex earthquake.

Seismicity at this depth represents intra‐slab deformation (Bie et al., 2020; Lindner et al., 2022). Figure 4 displays
our results relative to the slab surface. The background seismicity (heatmap, LAA ISC catalog since 1970)
concentrates north of the Martinique event on the Proto‐Caribbean lithosphere near the domain boundary to the
Atlantic lithosphere. We made a qualitative assumption of the active nodal planes (preferred strike direction) of
the events in our RMT catalog (white lines). The displayed pattern does not coincide with the Marathon‐
Mercurius FZs/domain boundary. Near this boundary, we observe some sub‐parallel events, however, the
faulting style then rotates, in a southward trend, to perpendicular and then approximately parallel to the FZ trend
and finally perpendicular to it again.
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Two recent studies (Braszus et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2024) predicted from the plate reconstruction by Müller
et al. (2019) and comparison with tomography that the northernmost end of the ancient Proto‐Caribbean spreading
ridge subducted near the location of this deep earthquake cluster (R0 and Demerara FZ in Chen et al. (2024)). This
part of the Proto‐Caribbean ridge separated around 90 Ma ago from the Atlantic triple junction (North‐Atlantic,
Central‐Atlantic and Proto‐Caribbean), migrating westwards along the southern side of the Mercurius FZ and
stopped spreading by ∼50 Myr ago. The overall structure indicated by the nodal planes strongly resembles a
ridge‐transform fault system on oceanic lithosphere, with a spatial succession of dip‐slip faulting on structures
that are parallel to the subducted ridge segment PCR and strike‐slip motion on faults parallel to the subducted FZ
FCF (Figure 4).

The 2007 main doublet event occurs near where we observe a transition between these faulting styles, which is
likely the location of a fossil ridge‐transform intersection. Shallow‐source doublet events, with large CLVD
contributions when inverting for a single fault mechanism, have also been found to commonly occur near such
fault intersections (Frohlich, 1995).

In a view along vertical cross‐sections (Figure 4), we find along Section 1/4 that N‐axes (null‐axes) are near
perpendicular and P‐axes (pressure‐axes) parallel to the down‐dip direction of the slab, while T‐axes are parallel
to the slab strike. Events in these cross sections with MTs, as well as other events located using the regional
stations and seismic structure (Bie et al., 2020), fall in an approximately 10 km wide band near the estimated
position of the slab surface. The style of deformation and width of the WBZ in these two sections is similar to that
found in other subduction zones, and reflects compression due to mantle resistance to slab sinking. The relatively

Figure 4. 3D sketch and depth cross‐sections of the slab segment between Dominica and Martinique. Top: The Martinique earthquake is located at the proposed ancient
ridge‐transform intersection (magenta lines with unnamed fracture zone PCF and two offset ridge segments to the north PCR and south PCR?) on the Proto‐Caribbean
plate. Orientated perpendicular to the Atlantic‐Proto‐Caribbean domain boundary (A‐PC), it got re‐activated under the local trench parallel extension which probably
accommodates the steepening of the slab from south to north (Lindner et al., 2022). Associated with A‐PC are two Atlantic FZs: Mercurius (Me) which cannot be
distinguished from the boundary at depth and Marathon (Ma). The outline of these structures is motivated by the source solutions and seismicity. Tension axes of known
source mechanisms in the region are predominantly trench parallel and the nodal planes fit well to the suggested Proto‐Caribbean structures. The Martinique doublet
(F1/F2 mechanism) is located at the ridge‐transform intersection, suggesting a rupture along these perpendicular structures. Both beachballs are in lower hemisphere
projection. See also Figures S19–S23 in Supporting Information S1. Bottom: Trench perpendicular cross‐sections showing the seismicity within the dotted boxes
surrounding the profiles (map view). Sections 1 and 4 contain MTs with similar stress directions and seismicity overlaps with the estimated position and thickness of the
subducted oceanic crust at depth. The middle sections host the highest seismic activity over a depth range significantly exceeding the expected thickness of the
subducted oceanic crust. In both sections, mechanisms reflect along‐strike extension and slab‐perpendicular compression, but along Section 2 this stress is released
mainly by normal fault events perpendicular to the A‐PC while in Section 3 there is increased strike‐slip activity.
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shallow occurrence of down‐dip compression is consistent with the large amount of accumulated slab material
within the upper mantle below the LAA as inferred from the tomographic images (Braszus et al., 2021). Section 2
hosts mostly normal faults with extension parallel to the trench, and N‐axes parallel and P‐axes perpendicular to
the down‐dip direction of the slab. Stress orientations are similar along Section 3, but with an increased number of
strike‐slip events and a mixture of N‐axes parallel and perpendicular to the slab. The state of stress along Sections
2/3 is consistent with along‐strike slab bending to accommodate the change in dip (Bie et al., 2020) between the
steeper slab north and more shallow dipping slab south of Martinique.

As suggested by Lindner et al. (2022), such changes in dip could be due to partial slab detachment below Grenada.
Changes in event style around the Martinique event thus does not reflect a change in stress, but solely a change in
orientation of the ridge‐transform inherited weak structures present in the slab that are activated in response to this
stress. The seismicity in Sections 2/3, including the aftershocks, extends over a significantly larger depth range
(20–30 km) below the inferred slab top location. Thickening of the WBZ near the Marathon FZ was reported (Bie
et al., 2020). It could either reflect that the Martinique event and aftershocks ruptured deep into the slab, possibly
due to deep hydration along the FZs/ridge structure (Braszus et al., 2021), or the WBZ may appear wide because
of the superposition of events in two sections of the slab that are somewhat vertically offset due to along‐strike
folding or vertical motion along a tear to accommodate the dip change.

6. Conclusion
Our detailed study of the Martinique doublet together with recent tomography and reconstructions of this region
which locate the subducted fossil Proto‐Caribbean spreading ridge Braszus et al. (2021); Chen et al. (2024)
provide probably the most conclusive evidence to date that intermediate‐depth events can re‐activate pre‐existing
distributed fault systems inherited from the creation of oceanic lithosphere. The re‐activation belowMartinique is
governed by a predominant trench‐parallel extensional stress regime (Lindner et al., 2022) and slab bending
influenced by along‐strike changes in slab pull due to partial slab detachment (Braszus et al., 2021; Lindner
et al., 2022), which lead to local distortion of the slab and therefore facilitates the occurrence of large
intermediate‐depth earthquakes.

We showed that pre‐existing structures facilitate the localization of seismic deformation even under high‐pressure
conditions inWBZ, for example, due to a concentration of hydration and/or weaker rheology because of inherited
grainsize or fabric. It is possible that more pervasive hydration and faulting of the Atlantic lithosphere formed by
slow spreading (Goes et al., 2019) makes these weaknesses more prominent than in fast‐spread Pacific litho-
sphere, explaining the unusually high |CLVD| of the Martinique event. The potential of such earthquake doublets
makes estimating maximum rupture sizes for intermediate‐depth earthquakes challenging, but these possible
locations could be mapped with high resolution plate reconstruction models.

Acronyms
USGS United States Geological Service

IRIS Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology

GCMT Global Centroid‐Moment‐Tensor

ISC International Seismological Centre

MT Moment Tensor

STF Source‐Time‐Function

VR Variance‐Reduction

F1 Fault 1

F2 Fault 2

FZ Fracture zone

A‐PC Atlantic Proto‐Caribbean boundary
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PCF Proto‐Caribbean Fracture zone

PCR Proto‐Caribbean ridge

PCR? Possible Proto‐Caribbean ridge

Me Mercurius fracture zone

Ma Marathon fracture zone

LAA Lesser Antilles Arc

WBZ Wadati‐Benioff‐Zone

Data Availability Statement
All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are provided in the paper and/or the Supporting Infor-
mation. The stress inversion results are available in Lindner et al. (2022). Historical MT solutions are by
Dziewonski and Anderson (1981); Ekström et al. (2012); Quinteros et al. (2021); U.S. Geological Survey (2022);
Gonzalez et al. (2017); Lindner et al. (2022). Source‐time function, backprojection results and aftershock list/
locations were downloaded from IRIS DMC (2011b). The regional 3D velocity model is available in Braszus
et al. (2021). Observed regional waveform data (network G by Institut de physique du globe de Paris (IPGP), and
Ecole et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg (EOST) (1982), CU by Albuquerque Seismological
Laboratory (ASL)/USGS (2006), IU by Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory/USGS (2014), PR by University
of Puerto Rico (1986) and NA by KNMI (2006)), teleseismic waveform data (network G by Institut de physique
du globe de Paris (IPGP), and Ecole et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg (EOST) (1982), II by
Scripps Institution of Oceanography (1986), IU by Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory/USGS (2014) and
MN by MedNet Project Partner Institutions (1990)) and strong motion waveform data (network RA by
RESIF (1995)) were downloaded via obspy FSDN from the IRIS data management center. Seismometer data of
the Martinique Seismic and Volcano Observatory Network (MQ network by Institut De Physique Du Globe De
Paris (IPGP) (2020)) on Martinique are available upon request from the corresponding author or corresponding
original distributor (see acknowledgments). Informations extracted from MQ data are polarities, which are listed
in the Supporting Information. The free python software obspy by Beyreuther et al. (2010) was used for seis-
mological data analysis and waveform download. The python package libcomcat by Libcomcat Developer
Team (2022) was used to download the global MT database. Featured figures were created using the python
package matplotlib/basemap by Hunter (2007); Caswell et al. (2020). Pyrocko by Heimann et al. (2017) was used
to create the beachballs with polarity information. Salvus by Afanasiev et al. (2019) was used for the simulation of
the 3D synthetic waveforms. PREM synthetic waveforms used for teleseismic validation are simulated using
Instaseis by van Driel et al. (2015). The KIT in‐house developed AmΦB—“Amphibious Bayesian” by Lindner
et al. (2022) was used for RMT inversion and forward simulation. The analysis codes and related scripts for
generating figures used in the main text and Supplement Information are available from the corresponding authors
upon reasonable request.
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